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about this zine
What is it like to practice mindfulness?
How does mindfulness get used in everyday life?
What effects does this have?

These questions guided my research on the lived experiences of mindfulness. The 
stories contained in this zine are based on research with a group of participants on 
two mindfulness courses and follow-up interviews over the course of a year. They 
have been fictionalised and narrativized in order to maintain the anonymity of the 
original participants. When writing about these journeys I weave together narrative 
writing with edited extracts from interviews.

This zine stories five journeys with mindfulness. These journeys demonstrate how 
the mindfulness practices spill out onto the broader fabric of the participants’ 
everyday lives. In doing so, mindfulness becomes a constant mode of awareness 
that shapes and transforms experience, ways of being, and the approach taken to 
relationships and challenges. 

Throughout the zine there will be guided activities such as mindful colouring. At the 
end of this zine you can find a worksheet with a guided body scan meditation. The 
activity guides you around different parts of the body, and asks you to be curious 
about sensations and feelings that arise in each area. 

The research in this zine was funded by the South West Doctoral Training 
Partnership, ESRC. The development of this zine was supported by additional 
funding by the partnership.
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what is
mindfulness?

Mindfulness helps us to work with the universal vulnerabilities and challenges that 
are an inherent part of life. Mindfulness is not about burying our head in the sand, 
or ignoring and forgetting our worries, problems, and pain. Rather it is about turning 
towards and facing the difficulty in life with kindness, compassion, and acceptance. 
Here, acceptance is not passive, but rather, it is an active process of coming 
to terms. Mindfulness is the awareness that emerges when we pay attention to 
experience in a particular way: on purpose (the attention is deliberately placed on 
particular aspects of experience), in the present moment (when the mind splits into 
the past or the future we bring it back to the present), and non-judgementally (the 
process is infused with the spirit of acceptance of whatever arises)1. 
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Mindful awareness can be cultivated through a range of practices. These are 
commonly split into formal and informal practices. Formal practices are things like 
seated meditation and body scans. Informal practices range from mindful walking 
to mindful eating. By combining informal and formal practices in daily life, the 
intention is that mindful awareness will be carried with a person throughout their 
life. 

Mindfulness as we know it today is derived, in part, from Buddhist teaching. 
The word mindfulness is taken from the Pali sati – as an embodied and ethically 
sensitive ‘practice of collective recollection’2. This understanding of mindfulness 
emphasises the ethical and relational tenants of the practice, which are from 
Buddhist teachings of ‘right mindfulness’.

Mindfulness is both a personal and collective practice. Each journey in this zine 
has used mindfulness and mindful awareness in slightly different ways. But, one 
of the common threads throughout all of the stories is the importance of mindful 
community to their journey.

References:
1 Crane, R. 2009. Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy: Distinctive Features, Routledge, p.4
2 Walsh, Z. 2018. “Mindfulness under Neoliberal Governmentality: Critiquing the Operation of 
Biopower in Corporate Mindfulness and Constructing Queer Alternatives.” Journal of Management, 
Spirituality & Religion 15 (2): 109–22. p.117 
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“Mindfulness means me having the ability to take care of myself” 

Rachel describes her mindfulness practices as protective. It gives her the strength 
and ability to take care of herself. Mindfulness guides her in difficult situations, 
allowing her to respond and not react in conversations and to arguments. 

She came to the course looking for support at a difficult time in her life. Her 
world had been turned up-side-down during her treatment for cancer, and she 
began struggling with her relationships with her partner and daughter. She felt 
overwhelmed. The major interruption in her life caused by her health condition 
had thrown up difficult ruminative thoughts and a cycle of negative feelings. She 
needed some support. 

“I just find it incredibly protective of me, and for others I know that I’m better 
equipped to be there for them” 

Often she will get up early in the morning and open the windows wide. She sits and 
feels the breeze across her face, and listens to the birds chirping. Small moments 
like these have provided important respites. 

Since the course and continuation of regular practice, friends and family have 
noticed her change in approach to life. Recently, her mum mentioned that since 
she began her mindfulness practice, she has completely changed the way she 
responds to difficult situations. 

This strength and protection has guided her in reconciling her relationship with her 
daughter. Mindfulness has given her an approach to the relationship that is more 
calm, compassionate, and accepting. Rather than rushing around in ‘doing mode’, 
mindfulness has helped her carve spaces out to pause and reflect on her approach 
to their relationship. 

“I think when there’s a lot of chaos around you, you’re not able to think about how 
you could approach something. But by stepping back and giving myself space, I 
have been able to reflect on it”.

mindfulness is
protection
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slooowing down
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Work was taking over Lucy’s life. She felt rushed off her feet and constantly 
overloaded. However much she tried, she couldn’t turn off work mode. Her mind 
was always full of intrusive thoughts. It was affecting her relationships with her 
family – they saw how stressed and overwhelmed she was. 

Alongside all of this, she was struggling with depression. Her GP suggested she 
start yoga or mindfulness. Lucy found the mindfulness course and decided to go 
for it. 

“It felt like I had a million tabs open on my computer and I couldn’t shut them 
down. But then when I started practicing mindfulness, and concentrate on your 
breathing, the tabs start to close and I could focus a bit more” 

Mindfulness helped Lucy to pause, slow down, and re-prioritise. But, initially it was 
a struggle and some of the practices just felt too slow. 

When her job started to get in the way of coming to mindfulness sessions, she 
knew it was time to re-think her career. Over the summer she decided to change 
companies and move cities. 

“Work was preventing me from doing so much! I couldn’t even come to the 
sessions. I think I only managed three or four in the end? But anyway, at that point, 
I knew enough is enough!” 

Fitting formal mindfulness practices into her day seemed like too much of a chore, 
and she didn’t need another burden on her to-do list. Instead, she took up walking 
in her lunch break at her new job – turning it into a time for mindfulness practice. 

She takes time to notice life around her, and starts to see things that would 
normally pass her by. “I think it makes me appreciate life a little bit more, if that 
makes sense. It is nice just walking around and realising that like nature is amazing! 
And the world is awesome!” 

Whilst mindfully walking around the city she tells me that has started to notice 
the environment around her. In her lunch breaks she goes into eco-warrior mode, 
picking up litter and saving bees. 

“I’ve realised the amount of litter that’s around! So I’ve started picking up bits 
of litter as I’m walking. It’s helped me appreciate the everyday rather than just 
whizzing past it all.

mindfulness is
slooowing down
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At the beginning of Clare’s journey with mindfulness she really struggled with the 
stillness and slowness of meditation. 

“I find sitting still really irritating in a way. It just agitates me! I’m very fidgety and I 
need to move around” 

The practices felt uncomfortable, particularly body scan meditations at the 
beginning of the course. Lying flat on the floor was painful for her back and neck, 
and she constantly felt an intense urge to get up and move. 

But as the classes progressed and as she learnt and experienced more, she began 
to find spiritual connections between mindfulness and her Christian faith. 

“I really just felt God was with me. And I think he puts people in our lives and I think 
that it was meant to be that I was there with those people at that time.” 

Silent meditations became a space for her to reflect and pray. Guided discussions 
about practice with the group were important moments of spiritual connection with 
other people through vulnerable, kind, and loving conversations. 

For her, what had been most important was the connection and friendship of the 
group, and the conversations and stories that had been shared. 

“Thinking back now from my experience, I think that it’s definitely not the practices 
that have changed my thinking. It’s not the meditation that has done anything to 
me, or the body scans, it’s more the conversations that we had.” 

For Clare, mindfulness is another tool and guide in which to do God’s work. Each 
conversation and moment of mindfulness was a step on her lifelong journey. 
Although she didn’t practice formally anymore, she had incorporated aspects of 
mindfulness into her spirituality. This incorporation had filled in the gaps in her life. 

“I have a knowledge that I didn’t have. That I can use at any time of any day, 
that’s it really. And that works. Because it’s made me more aware, and I think I’m 
more of complete person and maybe it’s filled a bit of the gaps, you know like 
it’s connected me to different things that would have been missing. And that’s 
something to be really grateful for.”

mindfulness is
spiritual connection
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mindfulness is
spiritual connection
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mindfulness is
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mindfulness is

a life saver

When Anna arrived at the mindfulness course the only thing she could feel was 
pain. But as the session progressed and other people in the class started to open 
up, she started to feel less alone. 

Mindfulness came at the right time for Anna. It gave her the strength she needed 
to leave a toxic relationship. Conversations amongst the group combined with the 
regular mindfulness practices allowed her to get perspective on her relationship. It 
helped her to realise how controlling and abusive the relationship really was. 

When the relationship ended and she moved away, her life began to change. She 
gained a sense of self-worth and appreciation. 

“It’s also about seeing the value of yourself. It’s not about berating yourself, but 
rather being kind and saying ‘let’s just keep on trying’. But it’s also about having 
compassion for others as well” 

She began to integrate a mindful approach into everything and every activity. It has 
become her life guide. She meditates whilst walking, swimming, and driving. She 
even meditates whilst cleaning out her horses. 

“For me mindfulness has been how to live better, because the whole point is to live 
a fulfilling life!” 

She now feels able to take on the world. She brings a new, revitalised energy to 
conversations and relationships. Whilst we’re talking I sense this transformation–
she comes across in a generous, kind, and compassionate way. She now embodies 
a kind of strength.

“Smiling is infectious, you can catch it like the flu, when you smiled at me today I 
think I caught it too!” 

Naturally, negative thoughts and feelings do arise for her from time-to-time. But 
now she is able to see them for what they really are: just thoughts. Clear awareness 
of her thoughts has been a fundamental part of her journey. 

“I have changed in everything, in my whole mental attitude. And I know that’s 
affecting my life completely.”
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pause here.

what sensations do you 
notice in your body?
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how is your posture?

pause here.

can you notice 
your breath?
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mindfulness
is connection
mindfulness

is connection
“When my husband became poorly the 

GP recommended mindfulness for him. 
I saw first-hand how effective it had been 

for him which lead me to sign up to the 
mindfulness course” 

Around a year and a half earlier, Gemma’s 
GP had recommended mindfulness during a 

period of work-related stress. However, at that 
time she wasn’t ready to investigate it further. She 

was sceptical that it could help her, she had never 
practiced meditation before and was unsure about trying 

something new. But, as her husband began the 8-week 
course and subsequently began attending regular 
mindfulness classes at a local community centre, she 
noticed the impact that it had on him. 
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She began regularly attending a mindfulness group at a local community centre 
with her husband. The regular practice together strengthened their relationship and 
provided a mutual understanding about the practice. They encouraged each other 
to continue to regularly meditate, providing a space to reflect on their practice and 
find new techniques or anchors that could support them in developing a deeper 
understanding of mindfulness. 

“I think it supports definitely my relationship with my husband Jack because he 
also does practice mindfulness and he’s found that really beneficial. We both have 
a greater understanding of how we’re feeling about things and then how to work 
through something. So thanks to mindfulness we now communicate much better” 

For Gemma, mindfulness had allowed a deeper connection with her husband. Their 
mutual understanding of mindfulness through shared practices enabled a stronger 
relationship. 

“We both know how beneficial the mindfulness is so then we can kind of encourage 
each other as well” 

Regular meditation practice allowed her to begin to cultivate a different relationship 
to herself and her approach to life as a whole. Although formal practice is vital to 
her journey with the practice, she has awareness of the ways that formal practice 
seeps into a ‘general way of being’. A way of being that is kinder and more 
compassionate towards herself. 

“Basically, you can be your own worst enemy! But for me, mindfulness 
has been a better way of living. It has allowed me to stay calm and 
approach things in a more effective way.”
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“I remember crying after a mindfulness session, up until then I never knew 
what non-judgement felt like. From there I went on a journey to cultivate 
more of a compassionate relationship with myself.” 

Willow was plagued with negative thoughts and worries. Their confidence 
was at all an all-time low. When they started the mindfulness course, they 
struggled with the practices. It all felt too slow and deliberate. They found it 
hard to slow down and properly be in their body. 

After the mindfulness course, they went on several mindfulness retreats. 
These retreats became fundamental to their journey. 

“I finally started to come back into my body during those retreats. It was a 
difficult and unsettling process but it was hugely beneficial. During that time, 
I started to feel compassion towards myself” 

Part of this journey of self-compassion was the acceptance of their queer 
identity. Mindfulness helped Willow come out to their family and friends. 

“It was mindfulness that allowed me to finally accept who I am!”

mindfulness is
acceptance
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Either in a seated or lying position, bring your attention to the rhythm of your 
breath. The inhalations and the exhalations. 

Where can you feel the breath most strongly? In your chest, belly, or nostrils? 
Feel the rise and fall of your chest as you breathe in and out. 

If it helps, you can count the breath: 1 on the inhale, 2 on the exhale...

Now bring your attention to your body. You can begin with either the top of your 
head, or your toes. Which way would you like to travel? 

Using the outline of the body below, guide your awareness to the different areas 
of your body. Be curious: what sensations can you feel in each area? 

If it helps, note the sensations in words, pictures or colours on the image.

body scan practice
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thanks for reading!

Words by Chloe Asker
c.asker@exeter.ac.uk

https://mindfulgeographies.co.uk/

Illustrations by Isabel Mae
@isabelmaeabrams

www.isabelmae.com

Journeys with mindfulness (2022) is not for sale and should not be sold by third 
parties. For permission to publish, distribute or otherwise reproduce this work, 

please contact Chloe Asker, c.asker@exeter.ac.uk


